Introduction

Analysis of law officers’ functioning in condition of fight with adversary showed their relatively weak fitness for such situation. Rather often wrong decisions, incomplete understanding of situation, in respect to different levels of threat result, in law officers’ inadequate response that, in its turn, leads to problem of uncompleted conflict.

As a result law officer are often wounded, receive different traumas or, on the contrary, are brought to justice for exceeding limits of physical influence, resulting in legal consequences. The mentioned by us problem shows at importance of its decision because it concerns law officers’ resistance to different dangers.

In the course of our research we found the problem of weak self-identification by law officers in such situations and the sense of this problem is that physical education and special-tactic academic programs do not include such directions as mastering of knowledge and skills in recognition of threats, dangers by a number of behavior, external threats and dangers (Anufriyev M.I., Babenko V.G. [9], Bondarenko V.V. [13], Bulachek V.R. [6], Butov S. Ye., Viniarchuk L.S., Gida O.F. [8], Yosypiv Yu.R., Zakorko I.P. [10], Popov O.V., Reshko S.M., Yanko I.V., Belur J. [21], Dean G. et al. [22], Heinonen A. et al. [25], Royds D. [26], Ryan B.J. [27], Semukhina O. [28], Thomassen G. [29], Walker S. [30]).


At the same time the moment of fight with armed (aggressive) adversary is still important for law officer, especially his ability to very quickly (during 2-3 seconds) evaluate situation and take decision what to do. Also it is important to timely respond to adversary with minimal risk for himself and other people, functioning in legal field.

The mentioned requirements can be defined as insufficiently solved problem. That is why it requires new approaches to working out of more perfect methodic for law officers’ professional training.

Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods

The purpose of this article is to analyze law officers’ functioning in choosing adequate to danger or threat means.

The tasks:
1. Studying, analyzing and widening of theoretical part of law officers’ training for different conditions, connected with threats and danger.
2. To experimentally ground effectiveness of training for determination of threats’ motion signs.

Main experiment was carried out with cadets (n – 30 people) of Kyiv National academy of home affairs as well as with military officers of Governmental security of Ukraine (Kyiv). For testing of data, received in theoretical part we used pedagogic testing and simulation of extreme situation by method of scientific experiment.

Mathematical processing of results of the research permitted to determine a number of indicators, which facilitate strengthening of law officers’ fitness.
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Results of the research

Training of cadets for positive solution of conflict situations with aggressive adversary requires knowledge about their typical character, multiplicity of variants, conditions, with which they can meet in reality. And in compliance with virtual situation cadets shall be able to compare own abilities to fulfill tasks in conditions of different threats. So it was necessary to form ability to determine the level of sudden threat as quick as possible and adequately respond to it.

Manifestation of sudden threat usually takes from 1 to 3 seconds. It is difficult to train law officers to adequately respond to such threat during so short period and to form their appropriate skills. Every non standard situation has own specific signs of threat. It is necessary to determine these signs by adversary’s behavior or movements and create general algorithm with certain deviations with certain parameters. Training process shall not be reduced to seeking of regularities and their determination shall be realized by typical signs of one or another threat considering sense of time.

In working out of modern methodic the newest is formation of skills to determine one or another threat in minimal time with simultaneous responding to it [1].

It should be realized that this methodic does not include threats of natural disasters, fires and so on. In this methodic only subject-to-subject functioning is regarded. With it one should differentiate defense of law officer’s safety and defense of human right of a person with, whom law officer comes in contact, fulfilling his duties.

Special course of cadets’ training to realize threat or danger is conducted in compliance with corrected program in several stages: 1) mastering of theory; 2) formation of ability to percept situation in the whole; 3) formation of knowledge about motion behavior and other signs of adversary; 4) choosing of actions in conditions of simulated situations. To effectively act in practice it is necessary, first of all, to open sense of main variants of actions, their characteristics [5]. We understand general idea in the following way:

- Movements are purposeful and forced manifestation of human motion functioning, conditioned by fulfillment of certain tasks depending on purposes and environment;
- Motion functioning – is level of manifestation of motion abilities and skills;
- Sense-situational task – is mentally realized and consciously taken decision about fulfillment of purposeful movements in compliance with situation, considering safety of these movements and their efficiency and legal character;
- Motion task – is requirement to fulfill certain movements with pre-set bio-mechanical characteristics for achievement of target;
- Situational action – is manifestation of sense and motion functioning of a person, directed to seeking of solution of certain situational task;
- Control – (informational-psychological structure) is ensured by such functional activity of nervous system, which results in formation of person’s motive and target of action. On the base of processing of information about environment operative image of action is constructed (conceptual model), decision is taken, check up of results and correction of functioning is fulfilled.

Threat shall be understood as such behavior of adversary, which, by its characteristics, can bring potential or direct risk for health and life of law officers and other people.

To determine actions by level of threat, level of danger and conditions of their appearing it is necessary to base on general definitions.

Manifestations of levels of threat are as follows: obvious, potential, hidden, spontaneous, absence of threat.

- Obvious threat – is registered adversary’s physical actions directed against law officer or other person (including action, which can result in irreversible after effects).
- Potential threat – is demonstrative aggressive behavior of armed (not armed) adversary without attempts to realize threat in practice. But in case of non-professional behavior of law officer this threat can become obvious (come in previous rank).
- Hidden threat: with general tension in subject’s behavior aggressiveness is not visible, flexibility is possible. But in specific conditions risk of attack is not excluded.
- Indirect threat behavior and actions are not aggressive, but with it they are not controlled. Confusion can be caused by appearing of law officer. Avoiding from contact with law officer is possible.
- Spontaneous threat – is uncontrolled behavior of some group, which can cause violation of public order.
- Absence of threat is character of situational events between law officers and people, who manifest no threat (though situation is tensed).

Levels of danger are as following: high, middle, low and absence of danger.

- High level: situational actions with high dynamic, oriented on traumatizing of vital human organs.
- Middle level: physical actions, which can result in serious damage of functionally important human organs.
- Low level: physical efforts as a response to external counter action and which can not damage human organs or parts of body.
- Absence of danger: in conditions of tensed situation there are no pre conditions to any physical actions or counter actions.

Besides, the trainees were offered main characteristics of preparatory and attacking actions, as well as their analysis:

- Kinds of actions: attacks, counter actions, hidden-aggressive, provoked, neutral.
- Attacks: initial aggressive physical actions with application of different objects, with clear amplitude of movements and which are directed to damaging of certain target.
- Counter actions: physical resistance with different amplitude of movements, with the help and without help of objects in response to actions of “irritator”.
- Hidden-aggressive actions, with which amplitude of actions does not point at any aggressiveness. But in favorable conditions of situation there can appear aggressive action directed to achievement of target.
- Provoked actions are motion response to behavior of “irritator” with inadequate manners.
- Neutral actions: actions with character of expectation without any aggressiveness (though in tensed situation).

Means of attack: actions with clear amplitude of movements (straight, from side, from back); actions with hidden amplitude of actions (straight, from side, from back); with different objects and different angles of attack.

Characteristics of attack with clear amplitude of movements are the following: preparatory actions; movements with object (weapon); angle and direction of trajectory of threatening movement by temp, speed, inadequacy, purposefulness. Attack can be from the spot, in walking, frontal or from back, from side. With it direction of adversary’s motion can be different.

Characteristics of attacking movements with hidden amplitude: preparatory movements do not show possible attack, presence of any object in hand or its seizing is not visible, distance to target can be rather short. Movements are fulfilled mainly from the spot in one direction.

After familiarizing with general conceptions on this topic the trainees shall enlarge knowledge on specificity of actions’ manifestation, their determination, purposefulness, their legal limits and responsibility. It will permit to evaluate actions themselves in differentiated way.

Constructions of diagrams – models significantly deepen sense order of threats and dangers. It significantly enriches theoretical part of special training course.

For holistic perception of actions in extreme conditions the trainees were offered schematic models, their variant by levels of threat, danger, by means of their realization (see figs. 1, 2).

Analysis of every component in the proposed diagrams give trainees better understanding of interconnections between behavioral characteristics, environment and situational conditions, in compliance with danger’s or threat’s level.

One of methods of threat’s (danger) recognition by law officer is his ability to percept situation. In its base there is working out of certain skills.

Perception of situation is an informational-analytical process, in which system of analyzers and receptors of a person play important role. Such qualities as attention and power of observation help to manifestation of threat even during 1 second. It permits to timely respond to direct threat. With sudden situational threat visual analyzer restricts perception of space; all attention is directed to danger. It substantially hinders from objective and tactic analysis of situation. Adaptation (habit) can be formed in conditions of constant trainings, in which formation of skills goes simultaneously with analysis of threat’s level and environment.

It pre conditions further actions of law officer. It is purposeful to train visual analyzer without using of other analyzers (in such conditions visual resource increases). In practice, in conditions of darkness or twilight healing analyzer is engaged to larger extent. With developed (trained) hearing analyzer there is opportunity to distinguish kind of arm, with which shot was fulfilled, or other sounds (resembling shots).

Undoubtedly, positive result is achieved with ability to be ahead of adversary, resulted from recognition of threat [3]. For this purpose one shall have knowledge about adversary’s behavior and act selectively (in the frames of legal field). Acquiring of knowledge of main space-time motion parameters, characteristics and manner of adversary’s behavior will permit to accentuate attention on development of qualities, which can ensure motion domination. The acquired motion skills permit to quicker orient in situation by time, to recognize obstacles and prognosticate actions. With respect to adversary’s actions behavior can be: motivational, aggressive, forcing, defensive, expressive. In specialists’ opinion, there can be no previously planned crimes without motives. But by mentality not every person is able to shoot and kill other person [3].
Fig. 1 Variants of levels of threat and danger according to situations
Usage of physical influence means with determination of legal after effects

Direct threat
- Doubts of officer actions’ compliance with actual threat
- Avoiding of contact
- Not fulfillment of order without threatening movements
- Running without reasons resulted from scare

Potential threat
- Actions without actual threat
- Uncertain threat
- Suspected

Obvious threat
- Usage of actions, threatening words or cries
- Environmental conditions, witnesses
- Finishing of counter action, crime
- Fulfillment of order

Hidden threat not obedience to requirements and so on.
- Usage of actions after stoppage of counter actions
- Usage of actions in under sudden attack; as a result serious traumas and etc.
- Provokativ actions
- Obstacles
- Quantity of participants

Neutral threat
- Usage of position
- No threats but tension is present
- Several suspected

Fig. 2. Determination of legal after effects in conditions of danger of different levels
Training based on simulation of situations is a complex process, which stipulates coordination, accordance of actions of all participants. Purpose of simulation shall be compulsory determined. General tasks are set in compliance with this purpose. Then specific functional tasks for every participant are formulated. It should be noted that even insignificant deviation from actual actions’ or behavioral criteria (which are simulated) can prevent from achieving of purpose. After simulation of situational episodes brief conclusions about achievement of purpose are made. Simulation of situational episodes it is purposeful to conduct in conditions of different threats; it is necessary to create sudden situations with aggressiveness of different level. With it all participants shall not be previously informed about following actions. It can be simultaneous demonstration of situational episode. Besides, changes, in case of trainee’s untimely actions, are possible. I.e. there is free transition to other motion action, manners and so on. With simulation of situations it is necessary to avoid excessive fantasy. For simulation situations, which happened in reality, can be used [2].

After seven days special training course we conducted experiment, in which 30 persons participated (control group - CG) and 30 persons – experimental group (EG). The participants were in equal conditions: during period of testing every of them was put three questions. The questions were not repeated; participants had no opportunity to know them beforehand. In total we prepared 90 questions, equal for both groups. With it we used method of pedagogic testing [3].

Simulation of episodes of sudden extreme situations took place in gyms and conference halls. We chose 10 episodes. All they were unknown for participants. Every participant took part only in one episode. With simulation we used method of scientific experiment [4]. For example: situations simulated behind curtains. With its opening participant appears. In front of him a person lies; the second bent over him, the third runs away. Participant is offered maximum 3 sec. for solution of this task.

In other case, by composed previously scenario-dialogue (violator and his victim) conflict was played. Deviation from scenario was admitted and at some moment play became “free”. But it continued without application of physical force. At the height of dialogue the third party intervened – law officer, who arrived at the place of event. “Victim” obeyed orders of law officer. Behavior of violator was of chaotic character. Participant had to pass situation into peaceful manner. We evaluated: sureness of behavior; tone of speech; tactic techniques; creative approach to the solution of problem (initiative); manner of movements; application of improvised means, position. All ready made combinations of actions started suddenly for participants and order of positions demonstration was rather variable. With it participant of experiment (or other persons) had to timely respond to the moment of appearing of potential or direct threat. Further progressing of situation was stopped by one of experts.

At the same time trainees put brief characteristics to own actions from the point of adequacy in respect to manifested threat. Criteria of task’s fulfillment were: time for perception of situation and threat; time for taking decision; time for taking certain position; correctness of respond to threats; own actions and actions, which could result in certain legal after effects.

Evaluation of correctness of perception and adequacy of analysis was carried out by commission of three experts: two specialists in physical training and tactics and specialists lawyer. Evaluation system includes: 1. Adequacy of actions for taking decision and level of threat; 2. Time of execution; 3. Evaluation of actions in respect to degree of threat; 4. Positional location;, preventing from aggressive adversary’s actions, readiness for actions, own safety.; 5. Legal characteristic of every certain moment: what threat can appear in respect to legal field.
## Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Adequacy (correctness) of motion behavior</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Emotions manners of behavior and so on.</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Legal after effects</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CG (n=30), X± m</td>
<td>EG (n=30), X± m</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>CG (n=30), X± m</td>
<td>EG (n=30), X± m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing (90 questions)</td>
<td>13.5±0.64</td>
<td>64.8±0.98</td>
<td>43.82</td>
<td>&lt;0.00</td>
<td>6.3±0.28</td>
<td>53.1±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions in simulation of extreme situation (30 episodes)</td>
<td>6.9±0.35</td>
<td>20.1±0.68</td>
<td>17.26</td>
<td>&lt;0.00</td>
<td>3.6±0.26</td>
<td>19.2±0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effectiveness of tasks’ solution by EG members in respect to CG is given in table 1.

It should be noted that 10% of participants from EG were not in time with fulfillment of tasks, while in CG – 40%.

**Discussion**

The worked out by us methodic is a new project in professional training. Scientific novelty is that for the first time we used new algorithm of law officers’ training, for formation of knowledge and skills in practical functioning in extreme situations. We proved experimentally effectiveness of actions in time, recognition and perception of threat, choosing of actions and responding to danger.

In experimental group perception time of threat from the moment of its appearing was in average 1.5-2 sec. Time for taking decision - 1-1.5 sec. Time of taking position coincides with time of taking decision and is approximately 1-2 sec. In CG time range was wider – from Y КГ 1 to 7 sec. It witnesses about different perception of threatening actions. Some trainees showed certain delay in perceiving of actions’ combinations and evaluation. Tim for determination of situation was delayed or excessively accelerated. Such response was registered because of seeking of threat’s degree or as too early in respect to event itself (taking position). In experiment it was noted that with every following participation in demonstration of motion and behavioral combinations most of trainees improved their indicators by all items. So, method of fulfillment of experiment, selection of means were approximated to academic process. If during fulfillment of first two-three tasks in EG indicators of effectiveness were 60-65%, in second – (CG) 20 - 23%, then by the end of all tasks indicators significantly improved. Adaptation of participants to experiment’s conditions also played important role. At the beginning of test we observed certain psychological tension and there was a trend to reduction of indicators.

Results of the research are in accordance with experts’ opinion (V.V. Bondarenko, Yu.V. Denisenko, L.N. Kucheriviy).

**Conclusions:**

Our researches showed that effectiveness of cadets’ training to special physical and tactic fitness increases significantly with purposeful formation of knowledge and skills in recognitions of different by level threats. At first stage of training cadets (law officers) had to master knowledge about gradations of different situations (typical and not standard), moments of threats’ appearing, their consequences, in determination of differentiating factors. Then the mastered knowledge is trained to level of skills. I.e. in short time (in seconds) threat and its after effects are determined. After it, it is necessary to master variants of responding to different threats’ manifestations. At second stage of training some cadets simulate different levels of threat and other – respond to them. At third stage sudden threat is simulated, to which it is necessary to adequately respond. Fulfillment is restricted by time.

It was determined that in process of simulated situations of conflict with aggressive adversary cadets substantially increased adequacy of responding to appeared threat during fulfillment (within legal frames). Recognition of aggressiveness level was determined by manifested manners of adversary, his emotions, motivations, motion.
behavior during 2-3 seconds. Development of attention, ability to orient, to perceive, to be ahead in actions is also important.
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